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ABSTRACT. The four sections of this paper treat four different but somewhat related

topics in the theory of vector measures. In §1 necessary and sufficient conditions for a

Banach space X to have the property that bounded additive X-valued maps on o-algebras

be strongly bounded are presented, namely, X can contain no copy of /„. The next two

sections treat the Jordan decomposition for measures with values in Z.|-spaces on c0(r)

spaces and criteria for integrability of scalar functions with respect to vector measures. In

particular, a different proof is presented for a result of D. R. Lewis to the effect that scalar

integrability implies integrability is equivalent to noncontainment of c0. The final section

concerns the Radon-Nikodym theorem for vector measures. A generalization of a result

due to E. Leonard and K. Sundaresan is given, namely, if a Banach space X has an

equivalent very smooth norm (in particular, a Fréchet differentiable normithenitsdualhas

the Radon-Nikodym property. Consequently, a C(H) space which is a Grothendieck space

(weak-star and weak-sequential convergence in dual coincide) cannot be renormed

smoothly. Several open questions are mentioned throughout the paper.

The present paper contains results on various aspects of the general theory of

vector-valued measures. It proceeds in four sections which are unrelated to each

other except for their general relationship to the topic of the title. A brief outline

of the results of each section is presented below—a more complete discussion of

the sections is delayed (largely because of their disconnected nature) until the

sections themselves.

§1 is concerned with the theory of strongly bounded vector measures. The

main result of this section (Theorem 1.1) provides criteria for a Banach space X

to possess the property that every X-valued bounded additive map with values in

X be strongly bounded. This theorem sharpens the classical Pettis theorem on

weakly countably additive set functions and allows a sharpening of several other

related results.

§2 is concerned with the Jordan decomposition of vector measures with values

in a Banach lattice. The results of this section are necessarily meager: not much

is possible. Our most precise results are in case the range space is an abstract £-

space or c0. A few remarks are also made concerning the range of certain vector

measures.

§3 deals with the integrability of certain scalar functions with respect to a

vector measure. Utilizing the series representation of a scalar function and its

integral, a result of D. R. Lewis is generalized. Also, a criterion for integrability
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of a scalar function with respect to a vector measure having values in a Banach

space with Schauder basis is presented.

§4 is concerned with the Radon-Nikodym property for Banach spaces.

Contained in this section are new sufficient conditions for a Banach space to

possess the Radon-Nikodym property; in particular, the classical theorem of

Dunford-Pettis is generalized (Corollary 4.7).

In our concluding section, some open questions are presented.

It is with real pleasure that we thank Professor W. B. Johnson for many

illuminating discussions about Banach space theory and particularly for our

knowledge of the results of [1] and [46]. We are also indebted to Professor N. J.

Kalton for comments concerning Theorem 1.1 and the elimination of several

unnecessary hypotheses therein, and to Peter Dierolf for his comment on

Corollary 1.4.

The authors thank the referee for his helpful comments and for the proof of

Corollary 3.1 in its present form.

1. Strongly bounded vector measures. Let AT be a Banach space and X* denote

the dual space of X. Let ß be a set and 2 be a sigma-algebra of subsets of fi.

We say that an additive map jtt: 2 -» X is strongly bounded whenever given a

sequence (An) of pairwise disjoint members of 2, one has ¡i(An) -» 0. If « is

strongly bounded (from 2 to X) then ¡i is "almost" countably additive: in fact,

2„p(A„) exists for any sequence (An) of pairwise disjoint members of 2. Of course,

the strong boundedness of ¡i differs from countable additivity due to the

possibility that while 2,„ix(A„) converges, it need not converge to ß(\JnAn).

The notion of strong boundedness was introduced by C. E. Rickart in 1943 and

is readily seen to provide a simultaneous generalization of the concepts of

countable additivity and boundedness of variation for an additive set function.

In [43], Rickart extended several classical measure-theoretic results to the class of

strongly bounded set functions; most notable perhaps of Rickart's results was the

demonstration of the fact that the Lebesgue decomposition theorem holds for

strongly bounded set functions (see also [55]). The utility of the notion of strong

boundedness has been further evidenced in recent years.

In [4], R. G. Bartle introduced a general theory of (bilinear) vectorial

integration with respect to a certain class of bounded additive maps—this class

is now known to coincide with the class of strongly bounded maps (see [10], [26]

and [55]). Such classical results as the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem [10], Nikodym's

theorem [10], Phillips' lemma ([10] and [26]), the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition

theorem [55] and the Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz theorem (on domination by a

scalar measure) ([10] and [26]) find their natural setting in the notion of strong

boundedness. The theory of strongly bounded set functions has been instrumen-

tal in characterizing the weakly compact subsets in certain spaces of vector

measures (see [11] for example) and has provided a source for several interesting

results in the theory of Banach spaces.
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To illustrate the last assertion above we note the following: let A be a finite

measure and £x (X) denote the Banach space of essentially (with respect to X)-

bounded measurable functions (scalar-valued). Suppose un : £œ (X) -* X are

weakly compact linear mappings (n > 1) and suppose further that for each

/e £œ(X), lim„tt„(/) exists. Then m0/— Hm„w„(/) (which by the Banach-

Steinhaus theorem is a bounded linear operator of £«,(X) to X) defines a weakly

compact operator on Lx (X). Indeed, for each n > 0, there exists p, : 2 -» X,

bounded, additive, vanishing on X-null sets such that

«»/ = ffdpn

(see [17]), for all/ G LX(X): It is known (see [26] for example; also see [15] where

a different proof is presented) that the weak compactness of u„ is equivalent to

the strong boundedness of p„. Thus for each n > 1, p„ is strongly bounded; by

the fact that u0f = Hm„M„/ we have that for each measurable set A, Po(A)

= uo(ca) = lim„M,(c^) = Hm„p„(,4) (where cA denotes the characteristic func-

tion of A). But Corollary 1.2 of [12] yields that the strong boundedness of pB

implies that of pq. Thus po is strongly bounded yielding Uq weakly compact. This

result motivated the results of [15] where it is shown that this phenomenon

characterizes the so-called Grothendieck spaces among all Banach spaces.

The question naturally arises as to the existence of simple criteria for bounded

additive Jf-valued maps to be strongly bounded. This problem, in case the

domain is an algebra, was solved in [13] and [14]: every bounded, additive, X-

valued map defined on an algebra is strongly bounded if and only if X contains

no (linear homeomorphic) copy of c0. The present section provides the corre-

sponding result in case a sigma-algebra domain, namely, X contains no copy of

4,. It is also noted that in this case (and only in this case) can the classical result

of Pettis on weak and strong measures be improved. Particular consequences of

our results are the results of Diestel [13] and Thomas [52]. Corollary to the main

result is a characterization of when Z*-valued maps which are weak-star

countably additive are norm countably additive. Finally, we establish criteria for

a self adjoint operator on a Hubert space to be compact in terms of the strong

boundedness (or countable additivity) of its indefinite spectral integral.

Theorem 1.1. The following statements concerning X are equivalent:

(i) X J? lœ, i.e., no subspace ofX is linearly homeomorphic to /„;

(ii) given any sigma-algebra 2 of subsets of a set fl and any bounded additive

map p: 2 -*■ X, then p is strongly bounded;

(iii) given any sigma-algebra 2 of subsets of a set ñ and any additive map

p: 2 -* X and a total family H Q X*,ifx* pis countably additive for each x* G H

then p is countably additive.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Denote by 5(ñ,2) the linear space of bounded, real

valued, 2-measurable functions defined on ß. Norm 2?(fi,2) via sup norm and
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order 7¿(Í2,2) in the usual pointwise manner. Then 2?(fl,2) is an abstract M-

space with unit in the sense of Kakutani (see [30]). Thus 2?(fl,2) is isometrically

isomorphic (as a Banach lattice) with some space C(K) of continuous, real-valued

functions defined on a (unique up to homeomorphism) compact, Hausdorff space

K. Now B(Ü, 2) is easily seen to be Dedekind a-complete (every countable family

bounded above has a least upper bound) so by the isomorphism of 7?(fi,2) with

C(K), C(K) is also Dedekind a-complete. By the results of [51, Theorem 15], K

must be a-Stonian, i.e., the closures of open 7j¡-subsets of K are open.

Two consequences of the above discussion are noteworthy. First, by a result of

[2, Theorem 1 (Remark), p. 401], 2?(ß,2) is a Grothendieck space, i.e., weak-star

and weak sequential convergence in 7i(Q,2)* coincide; second, by a result of

Rosenthal (Theorem 2.3 of [46]) every operator from 7?(ß,2) to X (assumed to

contain no copy of /„) is weakly compact. Thus to complete the proof of (i)

implies (ii), it suffices to note the equivalence of the strong boundedness of

¡i: 2 -» X to the weak compactness offdp:: B(Q, 2) -» X which is proved in [13,

Theorem 2.2].

(ii) implies (iii). Let 77 be a total subfamily of X* and suppose ft: 2 -* X is an

additive set function such that x*u: 2 -» reals is countably additive for each

x* G 77. Then, by a theorem of Grothendieck (see [52, Proposition 0.5] fora proof), il is

bounded. Thus, by (ii), ¡i is strongly bounded. It follows that if (A„) is a sequence

of pairwise disjoint members of 2, then. 2„/t(/f„) converges in X. Moreover, for

each x* G 77 we have x*(n(\JnAn) - 2nn(An)) = 0 so that by totality of 77 in

X* we have p(UnA„) = 7,„n(An), i.e., u is countably additive.

Finally, (iii) implies (i). Suppose X contains /„. Then by a result of [40,

Corollary 7.3], ihere is a closed linear subspace y of A" such that X = /«, © Y.

Note that if 770 is any total family in I*, then 770 © Y* is a total family in

X* = I* © Y* (recall the pairing of /«, © Y and I* © Y* is given by ((x,y),

(x*,y*)) = x*x +y*y; Köthe, see [31]). Thus to show that (iii) fails, it suffices to

exhibit a sigma-algebra 2, an additive noncountably additive map «: 2 -» lx and

a total family 770 C I* such that x*n is countably additive for each x* G 770.

Such an example is produced as follows: let 2 be the collection of all subsets

of the natural numbers N. Define jtt: 2 -* lx by n(A) = cA. Clearly u is bounded,

additive and nonstrongly bounded. In particular, ¡i is not countably additive.

However, choosing 770 = /, (identified with its canonical image in I* = /**) one

obtains a total family 770 in I* such that x*u is countably additive (verification is

easy) for each x* G 770.

Remark. The above result contains the main results of [13, Theorem 1.8] where

the hypotheses that X be separable or contain no copy of c0 were shown to yield

(ii). It also contains certain results of [52, Theorems 0.2,0.4] where the hypotheses

that X be separable or contain no copy of c0 were shown to yield (iii).

Of course, the above result also sharpens (in the case that X 3> lx) the classical

theorem of B. J. Pettis asserting that weak measures are norm measures.
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Corollary 1.2. The following statements are equivalent:

(0*  X* J lM;

(ii)*  every weak-star countably additive set function defined on a sigma-algebra

with values in X* is norm countably additive.

Proof, (i)* implies (ii)*. If p: 2 -> X* is weak-star countably additive on the

sigma-algebra 2, then the Banach-Steinhaus theorem yields p to be bounded; p

is clearly additive. Thus by (i)* and (i) implies (iii) of the theorem (H = X) we

have (ii)*.

(ii)* implies (i)*. We show that if X* contains a subspace isomorphic to lx, then

there is a weak-star countably additive nonstrongly bounded (hence noncounta-

bly additive) map on a sigma-algebra with values in X*. Now X* contains a copy

of 4o. but perhaps the first copy of lx we find in X* is not the best one, Le., maybe

the .Y-topology of X* relativized to /„, is not the same as the /[-topology of lx.

Then we can find another copy of lx in X* where the weak-star topology does

relativize properly. Indeed, by Theorem 4 of [6], X* containing lx yields that X

contains a complemented copy of lx. Thus X is represen table in the form

X = /, e Y for some closed linear subspace Y of X. It follows that X*

= I* © Y* = /„ e Y* and for this copy (the complement of Y*) of lx the

weak-* topologies match properly. Thus we can suppose that X* contains lx in

such a manner that weak-star topologies (X* with the A'-topology and /„ with its

/i-topology) coincide. Now the example of the theorem above (in proving that (iii)

implies (i)) is the desired example.

Corollary 13. Let (ñ, 2, X) be a finite positive measure space and X be a Banach

space whose dual X* contains no copy of lM. Let f: fl -* X* be X-measurable and

suppose that for each x G X,f(-)x G LX(X). Then fis X-Pettis integrable.

Proof. Recall

1. For/to be X-Pettis integrable means that given E G 2 there exists fE G X*

such that for each F G X**

FfE=fEF(f(u>))dX(U)

holds; see [39] for a discussion of the Pettis integral.

2. An easy application of the closed graph theorem yields that if/(-)x G £i(X)

for each x G X then, for each E G 2, there exists fE G X* such that

fEx = fEf(U)(x)dX(u)

holds for each £eS. The map p: 2 -* X* given by p(E) = fE is weak-star

countably additive. Since X* contains no copy of lx, Corollary 1.2 guarantees

that p is norm countably additive.

Set En = (w: ||/(w)|| < n). Then/is Bochner integrable on every measurable

subset of each E„ and, by the countable additivity of p,
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ti(E) = lim \       fd\   in norm for £ G 2.
rv    '        n-.xJEnE„J

Consequently, for £ G 2 and F E X**

(1) ME) = hm /       FfdX.

Now if | Ff | G Lx(\), there would be a set A on which 7/is of constant sign (say

positive for définiteness) such that/4 FfdX = +oo. But then

Fti(A) = lim     (   FfdX = +oo
n-»oo      J

AX1E,

by the monotone convergence theorem. Hence Ff E Lx (X) for all F E A**and

by(l)

Fu(£) = jE FfdX

for all E E 2. Hence/is Pettis integrable.

Corollary 1.4. Let H be a Hilbert space and T: 77 —» 77 be a selfadjoint operator

with spectral resolution T = §XdEx. If T is compact then the indefinite spectral

integral SBXdEx, as a map from the Borel sets of the real numbers into B(H), is

countably additive.

Proof. If T is a compact selfadjoint operator, then by the compactness of T,

one has that given e > 0 and B G ® there exists M such that

fB*dEx- f A^-o) <e,

where (Xn) is the sequence of eigenvalues of T and sum involves only those

X¡ E B. Consequently, {f¡, XdEx: B E 'S,} is a separable subset of 7?(77). Thus jn

defined as above has separable range which of course cannot contain isomorphi-

cally /„, a nonseparable space. Theorem 1.1 now applies to yield /x strongly

bounded. Since, by definition of the spectral integral, given <p,\pEH, fA X(dExcp,

\¡¡) is countably additive, we have fA XdEx countably additive in the norm

topology of C(77); indeed, the collection <p ® \f constitutes a total family in the

space #(77) of nuclear operators on 77 which is, by the results of [48, p. 48], the

dual of C(77). One need only now apply the reasoning of (ii) implies (iii) to yield

the desired countable additivity.

2. The Jordan decomposition theorem for vector measures. Let (S2,2) be a

measurable space and let Y be an order complete Banach lattice. The present

section considers the problem of when a given additive map w: 2 -» Y is the

difference of positive additive maps.

Our first result is in response to some questions of Professor W. J. Davis; it is

a fairly direct consequence of some results of Grothendieck [24] but still seems

not to be widely known:
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose Y is an abstract L-space [29]. Then an additive map

p: 2 -» Y is the difference of two nonnegative additive maps if and only if p is of

bounded variation.

Proof. Suppose p: 2 -» Y is an additive map which is the difference of two

positive additive maps p+,p~. Then given any finite sequence Ax, ...,A„ of

pairwise disjoint members of 2, we have

2 \Wk)\\= 2 \\p+(Ak)-p-(Ak)\\
k=\ k-l

< 2 \\a+(Ak)\\ + 2 \\(L-(Ak)\\
*=i t=i

= IK^OH+\H&Ak)\\
< ||p+(Q)|| + ||p-(n)||

so that p is of bounded variation.

Conversely, suppose p: 2 -* Y is an additive map of bounded variation. By

Kakutani's representation theorem, Y is isomorphic (as a Banach lattice) to an

^(r^-space for some Radon measure r¡ on some locally compact Hausdorff space

A. By the results of [16], S dp: B(ü, 2) -> Y is an integral operator (in the

terminology of [24]). By [24, p. 142], S dp maps the unit ball of £(Í2,2) into an

order interval in Y. Thus, S dp maps every order bounded subset of B(Q, 2) into

an order interval of Y. Thus by Schaefer [47, p. 207], / dp is decomposable into

the difference of two positive linear operators u+,u~: fi(ß,2) -» Y. Let p+(A)

= u+(cA) and p~(A) = u~(cA) and we have decomposed p as a difference of

positive additive set functions.

Theorem 2.2. Let 2 be the sigma-algebra of all subsets of the set Q. Let p: 2 -> c0

be countably additive. Then p is decomposable into the difference of positive and

negative countably additive maps p+, p~ : 2 -* c0.

Proof. For each A Q fl, let p„(A) denote the wth coordinate of p(A). Then

p„: 2 -» reals is countably additive and p„iA) -» 0 (for each A G 2) as n -* oo.

By Rosenthal's generalization of Phillips' lemma [46, Lemma 1.1], it follows that

IPbK^) ~* 0 as n -> oo where |p„|(>l) denotes the variation of p„ on A (we have

herein used the countable additivity of p). Thus if we let p(A) be given by

p(A) = (\pn\(A))

then p: 2 -» c0 is well defined and nonnegative valued. We note that p is

countably additive by Nikodym's theorem (p(A) = Hm„ 2"=i lpnl(^)^ where e„

is the usual nth unit vector in c0), and p(A) < p(A) for each A G 2. Thus,
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fi(A) = p\(A) — (fi(A) — (i(A)) for each A E 2, and y is decomposed as differ-

ence of the countably additive measures pA = ¿1 and if = p. — ¡i.

Remark. It is easily seen that if the additive map p: 2 -» Y (any Banach

lattice) is decomposable into positive and negative parts, then /i(2) is order

bounded in Y. In particular, if the additive map ju: 2 -* c0 is decomposable into

the difference of positive additive set functions then fi(2) must be relatively

compact in cQ. Thus Theorem 2.2 is indeed peculiar to sigma-algebras of all

subsets of a given set as the following example demonstrates.

Let ß = [0,2îr], 2 denote the collection of Lebesgue measurable subsets of ß

and define ¡i: 2 -* c0 by

^)=((^J>*'+4
u is well defined by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and is easily seen to be

countably additive and of finite variation. However, the range of u is easily seen

to be nonrelatively compact so that u cannot be decomposable into the difference

of positive and negative additive set functions. Incidentally, the nonrelative

compactness of /t's range also establishes the non-Bochner differentiability of ¡i

with respect to Lebesgue measure.

3. Integrability with respect to a vector measure. Let (ß, 2) be a measurable

space, A" be a Banach space and u: 2 -* X be countably additive.

This section is devoted to developing criteria for integrability of a scalar-valued

function defined on ß with respect to ji. We use the integration theory developed

in [5].

Theorem 3.1. Let s: ß -* scalars be ¡i-measurable. Then there exist a u-

measurable, ¡i-essentially bounded function 3: ß —* scalars, a sequence (E„) of

pairwise disjoint members of'S, and a sequence (sn) of scalars such that for ii-almost

all u E ß,

(*) s(u) = 2,í,ca(«) + s(<o).

Moreover, s is ¡¡.-integrable if and only if for each E E 2, the series

2„s„n(E D En) is unconditionally convergent; in this case,

fEsd¡x = 2„sníi(E n En)+jE3dii

holds for each £ G 2.

Proof. The representability of s in the form (») can be found in Corollary 1,

p. 73 of Hille-Phillips [58].
Recall from [5] that s: ß -> scalars is ja-integrable if there exists a sequence

sn : ß -* scalars of 2-simple functions converging u-almost everywhere to 5 such

that for each £ G 2, the sequence (SEsnd(i) is convergent; in this case,

fEsdn = limB fEsHd¡i.
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Now suppose that s is p-integrable. Then since every p-measurable p-essentially

bounded function on ñ is p-integrable [5, Theorem 2.6] and since the class of p-

integrable functions is linear, s — s — 2Bjnc£ii is p-integrable, and since the

integral is linear Se sdp — Se s dp = Se 2„s„cEitdp holds for each £El But

now by the countable additivity of the indefinite integral of a p-integrable

function we have

Je ***** - /«,«**) ^smcEmdp

= 2„íBp(£ n En)

for each E G 2, where implicit in the above calculation is the conclusion that

?Z„snp(E D En) converges (because of the unordered nature of the sequence (En)

necessarily the convergence is unconditional).

Now suppose that 2„j„p(£ n En) converges unconditionally for each E G 2.

As above, we need only show that 2(,j„c£ii is p-integrable (our reasoning above

shows that Se 2nsncEndp must be H,ns„p(E n En)) . But this is immediate: let

s„ = 2£-i skcEk. As X(\JZLn+xEk) -» 0 as n -* oo, s„ converges to 2„j„c£„ X-

almost everywhere (X is as in the first paragraph), hence p-almost everywhere.

Moreover, given E G 2, /£íní/p = 2*-i Skf-(E fl £*)> a convergent sequence

by hypothesis. Thus, H,„s„cEii is p-integrable and Se 2„s„cEm = 2„s„p(E n En)

holds as desired.

We now are able to prove the main result of the present section. First we recall

from [38] the following definition: a linear continuous operator u: X -* Y (X, Y

are Banach spaces) is said to be unconditionally converging whenever given a

series 2„x„ in X such that 2„|/xB| < oo for all/ e X* then the series 2n«xB is

unconditionally convergent in Y. In [38, Corollary 4] it is shown that if A" is a

C(K)-space then u: X -* Y is unconditionally converging if and only if u is

weakly compact; if either X or Y is without a copy of c0 then by the results of [6,

Theorem 5] it follows that every operator u: X -» Y is unconditionally converg-

ing.

Theorem 3.2. Let u: X -» Y be linear, continuous. Then u is unconditionally

converging if and only if given any measurable space (fi,2) and any countably

additive p: 2 -» X ifs: Q -* scalars is fp-integrable, p-measurable for all f G X*

then s is up-integrable.

Proof. Suppose u is unconditionally converging and let p: 2 —» X be countably

additive and s: ñ -* scalars be /p-integrable and p-measurable. Then, by

Theorem 3.1, there exist a p-measurable, p-essentially bounded function s: Q -*

scalars, a sequence (En) of pairwise disjoint members of 2 and a sequence of
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scalars (sn) such that for /i-almost all to G ß,

s(u) = 2fljnc£,(w) + 5(to).

Clearly this representation also holds for the measure up: 2 -* Y. By Theorem

3.1 it suffices (in showing s is wu-integrable) to show that for each £ G 2,

2nsnUIÍ(E n £„)

is unconditionally convergent in Y. This is done as follows: s is hypothesized to

be |/u|-integrable for each/ G A"*; thus, by Theorem 3.1, for each £ G 2, and

each/G X*,

2nsn\M(E n £„)

is an unconditionally (hence absolutely) convergent series of scalars. Now, it

follows that

2„|/(5„u(£ n £„))| = 2JJb/(u(£ n £J)|

<2„k||//i|(£n£B)<oo.

Hence, by w's unconditionally convergent nature applied to the series 2„xB where

x„ = s„n(E n £„),

2„«(í„u(£ n £„)) = 2nsnup.(E D £„)

is unconditionally converging.

Now suppose that u: X -* Y is not unconditionally converging. Then by

(Peíczyñski [38]) there exists a subspace X0 of X isomorphic to c0 such that u |^

is an isomorphism (so that X0 and uX0 are both isomorphic to c0). Thus to prove

the converse one readily sees that it suffices to show that there exist a measurable

space (ß,2), a measure ft: 2 -* c0 and a ft-measurable function s: ß -» scalars

such that s is |//t|-integrable for each/ G c*(= /,) yet j is not /i-integrable.

For ß, choose (0,1); for 2, choose the collection of Lebesgue measurable

subsets of (0,1); let X denote Lebesgue measure; define for A E 2, n(A)

= (X(A n A„)) where An = (l/2"+1,1/2") and define i: ß -> scalars by s(ú)

= 2„cj4ii(w)à(/1b)_1. That s and /i fit the bill is quickly verified.

Corollary (D. R. Lewis [32]). A necessary and sufficient condition that for any

measure w (on a sigma-algebra) with values in X a function which is scalarly /*-

integrable be p-integrable is that X contain no copy ofc0.

The example constructed in Theorem 3.2 of a scalar function that is scalarly

integrable with respect to a vector measure but not integrable is somewhat

informative. Note in particular that if one considers for each n the measure

jttB: 2 -* c0 defined by p„(Ä) = (X(A n A),... ,X(A n ^B),0,0,... ) then, for

each A E 2, fi„(A) -* fi(A). Also, the function s is /iB-integrable but the sequence
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(SA sdp„) is not uniformly countably additive. That this is the heart of the matter

(concerning the p-integrability of s) is demonstrated in

Theorem 33. Let p„, p: 2 -* X be countably additive, p„ «s p, and suppose that

for each A G 2, p„(A) -* p(A). Then if s is p„-integrable and p-measurable

(s: fi -» scalars) in order that s be p-integrable with / s dp. = Hm„/ s dp„ for each

A G 2 zï is necessary and sufficient that (S sdpn) be uniformly countably additive.

Proof. Necessity is an immediate consequence of Nikodym's theorem (see [12,

Corollary 2.2]). To prove sufficiency, we start by representing s in the form

(*) s(a) = 2msmcEm(u) A- s(u)

where (s„) is a scalar sequence, (Em) is a sequence of pairwise disjoint members

of 2 and S: fi -* scalars is a p-measurable p-essentially bounded function and (*)

holds for p-almost all a G fi also.

Consider the Banach space (essential supremum norm) B of all p-measurable,

p-essentially bounded functions t: fi -» scalars. Each pn (and p) acts on B (via

integration) in a continuous linear fashion as an operator from B to X. The norm

of the induced operators is given by the semivariation of the generating measures

(see [17, p. 141]). By the hypothesis that pn(A) -» p(A) for each A G 2 and by

the Dieudonné-Grothendieck boundedness theorem [52, Lemma 0.6] the p„'s and

p have uniformly bounded semivariations (thus the corresponding operators are

uniformly bounded). The condition p„(A) -* p(A) ensures that the operators

induced by the p„'s converge to the operator induced by p at each simple

function. The density of this latter class in B, the uniform boundedness of the

operators and the pointwise convergence on the dense subspace imply by [19,

II.3.6] that the operators converge at each 5 G B; in particular we have that for

each E G 2

£sdp = lim £sdpn.

Thus by Nikodym's theorem [12, Corollary 2.2] (/q sdp„) is uniformly countably

additive. Thus (J"(.) (s — s)dp„) is uniformly countably additive.

Let e > 0 be given. Then if E G 2 is given, by the uniform countable

additivity of the sequence 0q s — 5 dp,) we have the existence of Nt such that

sup
AC{tV,+1,...}

/      s-sdp„ <E

En ukeàEk

holds for all n. Thus, for all n and all/ > k > n

j
2 smp„(E n E„)    < e.

m—k

By hypothesis ¡lr(ä) -> ¡i(Ä) for each A G 2 so
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2 smli(E n £J   < £
1 ZZI~ZC

holds as well iorj > k > Nt, i.e., 2Bsnfi(£ D £„) is unconditionally convergent.

The integrability of s with respect to p now follows from Theorem 3.1. A similarly

simple argument shows that limB2mim/iB(£ n Em) = 2msm/t(£ n Em) from

which one concludes that fEs dp = \Jn\fEsdp,, holds for each £ G 2.

Corollary. Let X be a Banach space which possesses a Schauder basis (x„,fn) and

let p: 2 -* X be countably additive. Let irn: 2 -* X be defined by tr„(A)

= ^,k=x fk(p(A))xk. Let s: ß -» scalars be p-measurable, fp-integrable for each

f G A"*. Then s is p-integrable and fE s dp = ~2n($Esdfnp)x„ holds if and only if

(/(.) sdir„) is uniformly countably additive.

A. On the Radon-Nikodym property for Banach spaces. As in the scalar case, the

Radon-Nikodym theorem plays a central role in the development of the theory

of vector-valued measures. Contrary, however, to the scalar situation a vector

measure of bounded variation need not have a (Bochner) derivative with respect

to its variation. Whenever each Af-valued vector measure of bounded variation

has a (Bochner) derivative with respect to its variation we say the Banach space

X possesses the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP); an equivalent formulation: X

possesses RNP if and only if given any positive finite measure space (ß, 2, À) and

any X-continuous countably additive map p: 2 -* X of finite variation there

exists a A-Bochner integrable x: ß -» X such that p(A) = fA x(u)dX(u>) holds for

A E 2.

The classical results pertaining to the RNP are those of N. Dunford and B. J.

Pettis (every separable dual Banach space possesses RNP) and N. Dunford, B. J.

Pettis and R. S. Phillips (every reflexive Banach space possesses RNP).

The results went largely unused until the Memoir of A. Grothendieck [24]

applied these results to conclude (among other things) that if a Banach space

possesses the approximation property and is either reflexive or a separable dual

space then it possesses the metric approximation property. The proof of this

implication was dependent upon the above results of Dunford-Pettis-Phillips.

That these implications do not obtain in general has only recently been shown

by T. Figiel and W. B. Johnson [20].

Recent years have evidenced an increased interest in the study of vector

measures and particularly the study of the Radon-Nikodym theorem. Largely

through the work of M. Metivier [36], M. A. Rieffel ([44], [45]) and J. J. Uhl, Jr.
([23], [37], [54], [56], [57]) necessary and sufficient conditions for a vector measure

to be differentiable with respect to a scalar measure have been obtained and new

applications of the theory of vector measures have been indicated. Perhaps the

most intriguing of the Radon-Nikodym theorems proved is the "dentable

theorem" due to M. A. Rieffel, introducing as it does the geometry of a Banach

space into the question of whether or not a given measure has a derivative. This
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result of Rieffel lead H. Maynard [35] to the first internal characterization of the

RNP for a Banach space.

Theorem 4.1 (Maynard). A Banach space X possesses RNP if and only if every

bounded subset of X is w-dentable.

Using an observation of Maynard's to the effect that a set D is w-dentable

whenever every countable subset of D is w-dentable one can readily prove the

following

Theorem 4.2 (Uhl [56]). Let X be a Banach space.

(1) The following are equivalent:

(i) X possesses RNP;

(ii) every closed subspace of X possesses RNP;

(iii) every separable closed subspace of X possesses RNP.

(2) If every separable closed subspace of X possesses a separable dual space then

X* possesses RNP.

We shall use Theorem 4.2 (2) to derive most of our results.

Our first (and main) result of the present section is geometric in nature. Recall

that a Banach space X is said to be smooth whenever each xGJfof norm one

has a unique support functional/, G X*; if X is smooth then the map x -* fx of

(x G X: \\x\\ = l}into{/e X*: \\f\\ = 1} is norm to weak-star continuous (see

[21] for an excellent exposition of the basic facts dealing with smoothness). We

say that X is very smooth whenever this support mapping x -» fx is norm to weak

continuous.

Theorem 43. Let Xbea Banach space with an equivalent very smooth norm. Then

X* possesses the Radon-Nikodym property.

Proof. In light of the remarks preceding the theorem and the isomorphic

invariance of RNP, it suffices to show that every separable subspace of X

(normed by its equivalent very smooth norm) has a separable dual space.

Let S be a separable subspace of the very smooth space X. Then S is very

smooth: this is an immediate consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem and the

fact that smoothness of X implies that support functionals in S* of members of

S must extend in a unique fashion to support functionals in X*. To show that S*

is separable it suffices to show that the unit sphere in S*, i.e.,{/ G S* : \\f\\ = I),

contains a weakly dense sequence (this is an easy consequence of Mazur's

theorem [19, V. 2.14]). Let D be the subset of {/ G S*: ||/|| = 1} consisting of

those/'s that achieve their norm on the unit ball (x G S: \\x\\ < 1} of S. Recall

that by the Bishop-Phelps theorem [8], D is norm dense in the unit sphere of S*.

Thus we need only show that D is weakly separable. Let C be a countable dense

subset of {x e S: \\x\\ = 1}. Let f G D. Then there exists xf G S such that

fxf = 1, where ||xy|| = 1. Let (x„) be a sequence of members of C such that

11*/ — x„ || -* 0. Then letting d>x„ be the unique support functionals of xn we have
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by the very smooth nature of | || that (px„ -* <£Xy(weakly) = /. Thus <f>C is a

countable weakly dense subset of D. Proof is complete.

As every Banach space X with an equivalent Fréchet differentiable norm (i.e.,

smooth space with the support map x-*fx norm to norm continuous) is very

smooth, Theorem 4.3 yields the following result of E. Leonard and K. Sundare-

san [60]:

Corollary 4.4. If X is a Banach space with an equivalent Fréchet differentiable

norm then X*possesses the Radon-Nikodym property.

It should be noted that in [60] more information than just Corollary 4.4 is

obtained, namely, the explicit form of the support maps images is determined for

the classical Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces.

It is naturally of interest to determine what (if any) notion of rotundity is dual

to that of a very smooth Banach space. In view of the concern of this section with

the Radon-Nikodym property the next result holds particular interest.

A Banach space X is said to be weakly locally uniformly convex [33] whenever

given x„, x0 G X, ||xj| = 1 = ||x0|| and ||x„ + x0|| -» 2 then x„ -» x0 (weakly).

Theorem 4.5. Suppose X* is weakly locally uniformly convex (in the dual norm

inherited from the Banach space X). Then X is very smooth.

Consequently, weakly locally uniformly convex duals possess the Radon-Nikodym

property.

Proof. We first note that every weakly locally uniformly convex space Y is

strictly convex. Indeed, if yx,y2 E y and \\Xyx + (1 - X)y2\\ = 1 for 0 < X < 1

then letting

*n = iVn)yx + (1 - \/n)y2

we have ||z„ || = 1 and zn -» y2. Moreover,

Ik+ 2.11 -2
<L±Ä,+<^Ä 2.

Thus zn -» yx (weakly) from which we can conclude that yx = y2 and the strict

convexity of Y is proved.

It follows now from a result of Klee [59] that because X* is strictly convex, A"

is smooth. Let x -*fx denote the support mapping given by X 's smoothness.

Suppose x0, x„ G X, ||x0|| = 1 = ||x„|| and ||x0 - JcJI -* 0. Then fx, -»/^

(weak-star); in particular, /^(xq) -»/^(xn) = 1. But then

2> ll4+/JI>a.+4)(x0)-*2

so that \\fXM + fXo || -> 2. By the weak local uniform convexity of X*, it follows that

fx. ~* fx0 (weakly). Thus X is very smooth as advertised.
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A Banach space X is said to be locally uniformly convex [34] whenever given

x„, x0 G X, H*. || = 1 = llxoll and \\x„ + x0|| -» 2 then ||x0 - xj -» 0. It is
immediate from Theorem 4.5 that we have

Corollary 4.6. Locally uniformly convex duals possess the Radon-Nikodym

property.

Corollary 4.7. Let fi be an infinite compact Hausdorff F-space (see [50]). Then

C(fi) cannot be renormed smoothly.

In particular, if fi is an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space then

C(fi) cannot be renormed smoothly.

Proof. G. L. Seever [50, Theorem 2.5] has shown that if A is a compact

Hausdorff F-space then C(fi) is a Grothendieck space, i.e., in C(fi)* weak-star

and weak sequential convergence coincide. Clearly any (equivalent) renorming of

a Grothendieck space is again a Grothendieck space so that a smooth renorming

of a Grothendieck C(fi) space yields a very smooth space. By Theorem 4.3, C(fi)*

possesses the Radon-Nikodym property and is, therefore, isomorphic to lx(T) for

some set T (C(fi)* is an £,(p)-space and, as is well known, the only £j(p)-spaces

with the Radon-Nikodym property are isomorphic to lx(Y)-spaces). Thus fl is

dispersed. But fi is an infinite compact Hausdorff F-space, hence contains ßN [22,

p. 215] and is, therefore, not dispersed.

Remark. With but a little more work, the above proof yields the following: let

fi be an infinite compact, Hausdorff space such that C(fi) is a Grothendieck space;

then C(fi) cannot be renormed smoothly. The extra bit of work involves noting that

every dispersed compact Hausdorff space fi is sequentially compact [3, Proposi-

tion 1] hence contains nontrivial convergent sequences (in case fi is infinite) while

fi's for which C(fi) is a Grothendieck space never contain nontrivial convergent

sequences.

5. Some open questions and concluding remarks. The results of the preceding

sections are far from conclusive. Somewhat indicative of the problems still open

are the following:

1. Under what conditions on a quasi-complete locally convex linear topological

space E need bounded additive F-valued maps be strongly bounded?

We mention that if E is separable or if E contains no copy of c0 then utilizing

the results of [24] and [53] one can obtain the result that bounded and additive

F-valued maps on sigma-algebra domains are strongly bounded. We venture to

conjecture that the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 generalizes to quasi-complete

locally convex spaces. In view of the application of vector measures in this

direction, such a result would be interesting.

2. Given a Banach space X with the Radon-Nikodym property, need every

separable subspace of X be isomorphic to a subspace of a separable dual?

Such has been conjectured by J. J. Uhl [56]. As is clear from the proof of

Theorem 4.3, this is the crucial element present in all our results.
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It is perhaps best to point out that our geometric approach does not obviously

yield the following observation of Professor Charles Stegall which improves our

Corollary 4.7: if X* is weakly compactly generated then X* possesses the Radon-

Nikodym property. Stegall's proof shows this by use of Theorem 4.2, the Hahn-

Banach theorem and Corollary 1, p. 241 of [33]. Of course it is a well-known open

question as to whether or not AT*'s being weakly compactly generated implies X

is weakly compactly generated.

Question 2 and the work of Bessaga and Peíczyñski [7] as well as all the known

examples tend to indicate a deep connection between the bounded Krein-

Milman property (every closed bounded convex set has extreme points) and the

Radon-Nikodym property. Thus

3. Is the bounded Krein-Milman property equivalent to the Radon-Nikodym

property?

Added in proof.
Lindenstrauss has shown (summer, 1973) that the Radon-Nikodym property implies

the Krein-Milman property.

R. Huff and P. Morris have shown (January, 1974) that if X is a dual space and X

has the Krein-Milman property, then X has the Radon-Nikodym property.

The most promising direction for a negative answer to Question 3 seems to be

in that of tensor products. Utilizing Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4 of [1], one can

show that if X and Y are reflexive Banach spaces one of which possesses the

approximation property, then X ®T Y (y denotes the greatest crossnorm of [49])

possesses the Radon-Nikodym property though A"®r Y might be quite nonreflex-

ive. To see this, first note A"®T Y is a dual space since

X®yY = N(X*, Y) (nuclear operators) [24, p. 165]

(1) = 7(A'*, y) (integral operators) [24,p.l34]

= (X*®XY*)*

(X denotes the least crossnorm of [49]).

Then, if S is a separable subspace of X* ®x Y*, there are separable subspaces

A C X*, B C Y* such that S C A ®xB C X* ®x Y*. By [1, Lemma 4] there are

separable subspaces A0 C X*, B0 C Y*, such that A C A0, B C B0 and A0(B^)

is a complemented subspace of Ao(16). Thus one of AQ, B0 has the approximation

property and both are reflexive so using the same reasoning as in (1), (A0®XB0)*

= A* ®yB* which is separable. Thus S* is separable.

Also, if X, Y, X*, Y* are weakly compactly generated (with proper approxi-

mation assumptions), then A"*®ry* possesses the Radon-Nikodym property.

Similarly, one can show that li(T)®1X possesses the Radon-Nikodym property

whenever X is reflexive on a separable dual. However, the following appears to

be open:
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4. If X, Y possess the Radon-Nikodym property, need X®yY possess the

Radon-Nikodym property?

Added in proof. Problem 4 has an affirmative answer if X and Y are dual spaces one

of which has the approximation property.

Finally, in connection with Corollary 4.4, we ask

5. If A" is a Grothendieck space with an equivalent (very) smooth norm, need

X be reflexive?
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